
False Mainstream Narratives

• White House Press Secretary Jay Carney: Protests are directed against Muhammad 
video, not U.S. policy or Obama Administration 2012

Afghan Muslims burn effigy of Obama at protests that are not against Obama

• “Christian missionary group with pig's head taunt Arab-Americans” is the local news 
account of what happened in Dearborn at Arab Festival 2012 (clip) when Muslims 
stoned Christians, then police threatened the Christians, and then 2 days later in front 
of a mosque a Muslim was Charged with Nine Counts of Attempted Murder for 
Trying to Kill Street Preachers Outside the Islamic Center of America, which was not 
reported at all locally.

• In wake of jihad mass murder at Jewish school, New York Times presents Muslims in 
France as victims fearing "backlash" (4/2012)
 
• Time Magazine calls for censorship, blames victims of Islamic attack on French 

magazine that lampooned Muhammad (9/2011)

• 'The Myth of Eurabia' – Newsweek's front page and main article ignores Bat Ye'or's 
analysis and turns down a reminder 'letter' (2009)

 
• Saudi Prince bin Talal, the same Esposito’s Center at Georgetown is named after, 
telling Rupert Murdock not to use term “Muslim riots” on Fox News to describe what 
was happening in France when Muslims were rioting.
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• Homeland Security-Funded Study Pushing Tea Party Terrorism Narrative, ignores 
jihadists when looking at “Hot Spots of Religious Terrorism...” (2012)

• Carrying Water for Jihad at ‘The Nation’ - report on Islamophobia 2012 
 
• Study: Muslim extremists not looking for world domination – CNN 2012

•  FBI statistics show that there is no "Islamophobia." In fact, many "anti-Muslim hate 
crimes" have been faked by Muslims, and Jews are eight times more likely than 
Muslims to be the victims of hate attacks. (Muslim comics and documentary pushing concept of 
"Islamophobia"). (11/2011) 

• The Big Lie: OIC launching aggressive media blitz to fight “Islamophobia”. 
(2012)

• The Orwellian Islam is Peace Campaign - The narrative is Muslims as victims, when 
all they are trying to do is extend a hand in Peace™  and prevent a backlash of 
Islamophobia™. Watch the video of their 5 step plan, and Robert Spencer’s response to 
it. Here is what The Center for Social Cohesion reported in 2007 about the people 
behind it:

"Islam is Peace" and "Proud to be a British Muslim" appeared on London buses, London 
Underground trains and in airports around Britain - the latest phase in a campaign by 
the group Islam-is-Peace to "address the negative perceptions and stereotypes of Islam 
and British Muslims," according to the group's website... its only known senior members 
are also prominent figures in the Muslim Association of Britain - a Hamas-linked group 
whose founder and a chief ideologue have publicly defended Islamic terrorism.

•  CAIR’s deceptive “My Jihad” advertising campaign on U.S. city buses.  2013

• Society of Professional Journalists: Guidelines for Countering Racial, Ethnic and 
Religious Profiling Oct. 2001 - this is why we never get the real story on Islamic Jihad 
from the media. 

• “Fear, Inc.”, a Soros funded Islamophobia™ report attempts to take down Spencer and 
others. Wajahat Ali, coauthor of the report, was board member of a Muslim Brotherhood 
group.
 
• 1001 Pieces of Islamist Propaganda: Fabricated Museum Exhibit Comes to D.C. 2012

• Soros-Funded Group Behind Course for Journalists That Downplays 'Jihad' (2011)
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• How the Media Whitewashes Muslim Persecution of Christians Raymond 
Ibrahim - (4/2012)

• Here are excerpts of a clip of the Norway killer Anders Breivik’s real motives 
and inspiration. The complete Youtube is here. 2011
• Demonization of Spencer roundup in the MSM over Breivik violence 2011
• Debunking 6 myths about Anders Breivik 2011
• Revealed in trial: Breivik rejects Fjordman as inspiration: "It is ridiculous to 
conduct a witch hunt against Fjordman. He is against violence and for 
democracy". (2012) 
• The Pro-Islamic Aspects of Breivik’s Manifesto 2012, Fjordman

• ICNA Promoting Shariah - Launches Disinformation Campaign U.S. - 
Investors.com (4/2012)
  
• Backlash! Anti-Muslim hate crimes only eight percent of hate crimes, 75% are 
against Jews 2010
 
• Media Hype: Anti-Muslim Hate Crimes Are Increasing. Statistics: No They 
Aren't 2010

• CAIR-NY President Zead Ramadan: Anti-Muslim Rhetoric in the US Echoes 
Nazi Rhetoric against the Jews - MEMRI 5/2012  Clip Transcript

• Cameron Mcwhirter of the Wall Street Journal whitewashes Murfreesboro 
mosque, quotes Hamas linked CAIR 2012

•  Robert Spencer: Exploiting mass murder: Islamic supremacists & MSM 
exploiting the murderous attacks on a Sikh temple. 2012

 
•  Southern Poverty Law Center’s Mark Potok: Hatemonger  2012
 
•  Southern Poverty Law Center participating in conference on "National Anti-

Terrorism Campaign" with Islamic supremacist MPAC.  2012
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•  Muslims again riot in France, media again cover up their Muslim identity 

2012
 
•  Islamophobia, not Islam, will be the end of Israel - Israel News Haaretz  2012

• Qasim Rashid Whitewashes Sharia 2012
 
•  Los Angeles Times’ Nathan Lean calls for restrictions on freedom of speech of 

counter-jihadists 2012

• Video of NPR VP lunch with undercover reporters posing as Muslim Brotherhood 
front group, VP rails against "white, middle-America, gun-toting racists", then offers to 
help shield the MB front group from government audit. 
 
• Relax: Duke professor Bruce Lawrence says Islam has no connection with terrorism 
2013
 
• Center for American Progress and Thomas Friedman blaming "Arab Spring" on global 
warming. 2013
 
• Brooklyn: FBI hosts Muslim Youth Conference 2011. Spencer:
 
“When is the FBI's Jewish Youth Conference? Christian Youth Conference? 
Hindu Youth Conference? Of course, there will be no such, because Jews, 
Christians and Hindus are not committing acts of terror and justifying them by 
reference to the texts and teachings of their religion. It is because Muslims are 
doing just that that they get this outreach from the FBI -- because they have so 
successfully flipped the narrative. Instead of feeling any need to demonstrate 
their loyalty and rejection of jihad terror and Islamic supremacism, the Muslim 
community in the U.S. has convinced the FBI that it has to reach out to Muslims 
and reassure them of their good intentions. A visitor from another planet might 
get the idea from this outreach that the FBI had been attacking Muslims, rather 
than that Muslims had plotted numerous jihad attacks in the United States.” ...

 
• In 2007 Col. Joseph Myers said about a Pentagon analysis, 

“Exceptionally important in the analysis is the role of the “Truespeak” organization 
and Jim Guirard who has been arguing in DoD circles and academic institutions that 
the term jihad should be suspended from the GWOT lexicon to be replaced by 
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hiraba. This analysis demonstrates that “Truespeak” contributors are part of the 
Muslim Brotherhood threat network, with the implication that this entire 
communication and lexicon effort is part of a strategic disinformation and denial and 
deception campaign.” 

The analysis names the contributors, AMSS, IIIT, and UASR, all claimed in 1987 by the 
Brotherhood as theirs. 4 of the TrueSpeak list of “Moderate”™ contributors are in the 
U.S. MB Members Chart, 3 are pictured in the Key Faces page - Shaykh Taha Jabir al-
Awani , who was un-indicted co--conspirator #5 in the al-Arian trial and signed the 
Reliance of the Traveller certification for IIIT & FCNA, the genocidal Shaykh Qaradawi 
(US designated supporter of terrorism), Sayed Syeed, Dr. Aboul-Hakin (Sherman 
Jackson). Another contributor was Professor John Esposito, who once wrote that 
Qaradawi had a

“mainstream... kind of reformist interpretation of Islam and its relationship to 
democracy, pluralism and human rights.”  
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